
Reception Tasks for week beginning 1st June  

 

Dear Parents, please use these ideas to support your child’s learning while they 

are at home this week.  Most of the task ideas are based on what the children 

would be doing in school at the moment.  We appreciate this is not easy for you, 

so please do not let it cause you or your child stress if they find it too difficult.  

Please email teachers@kelvedonhatch.essex.sch.uk if you have any questions 

related to your child’s learning and someone will get back to you. 

To support these ideas, use websites such as primaryresources.co.uk to find 

resources. 

 

From the 1st June I understand some of our class will be back in school and some 

of the children will remain at home. To ensure that all the Reception children 

are learning the same topics, the home learning tasks will closely mirror what 

the children are doing in school. I will update Target Tracker link with pictures 

showing what the tasks look like in school in order to give you extra ideas about 

what you can do at home.  

 

Phonics 

This week I will be recapping all the sounds we have covered over the orevious 

home learning weeks. This is needed so I can assess where the children are and 

ensure the learning is at an appropriate level.  

Start each session by watching one of the phonics revision lessons on Target 

Tracker link. Then pick a sound and practise writing it. Reinforce the importance 

of starting each letter on the line and finishing on the line. If you are not sure 

how letters are formed please watch the following video on Youtube 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2NQ6uS8blwY. 

Once the children have had a go at writing the individual letter you should then 

try to identify words which start with the sound. This may be difficult and it’s a 

good idea to have a bank of words prepared beforehand to avoid any struggles in 

finding words with the chosen sound. Be very careful to make sure the words 

you identify have the sound of the letter rather than the name of the letter. 

For example, Alien begins with the letter ‘a’ but in this case it doesn’t make the 

phonetic sound ‘a’ but rather the ‘ay’  Sound.  

Once you have identified words beginning with the sound then have a go at 

sounding out the rest of the word. Encourage the children to say the word, sing 

the word and then put it on their fingers. You could then think of a sentence 

using the word and finally try to write the sentence.  
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This would normally be followed by going over our tricky words, either by asking 

the children to recognise them or by asking them to write some of them down.  

 

Letters and sounds are now providing some great phonics resources for the 

children. Please find the link on our home learning page on the school website.  

 

English 

This week we are going to be looking at the book Monkey Puzzle by Julia 

Donaldson. If you have the book at home I would like you to read the story with 

your child and talk about the main themes. In class we will be learning the story, 

acting it out, drawing pictures relating to the characters and writing simple 

sentences about the story. As with the phonics, the first week will be a case of 

assessing where the children are and I will base the remaining home learning 

tasks on where I feel the children are at. I will give you further ideas on Target 

Tracker Link.  

Bug Club 

 

Please make sure you are still reading with the children. I have added lots of 

Ebooks to bug club for the children to use. I have put books from many 

different colour bands to offer different levels of challenge.  

 

Maths   

The maths follows on from what I have mentioned in the other areas of learning 

and will be an assessment week. This is very important because I will be 

identifying gaps in learning and look closely at which areas we need to focus on.  

I would like to mention that counting and understanding what a number of 

objects looks like is incredibly important and you should continue to use 

concrete objects to count.  

Counting between 1-30 each day will keep the children up to speed with their 

numbers. I recommend you also ask questions like ‘what is one more than..?’ 

What is one less than…?’ The children could also make their own number lines to 

aid them with this.  

 

Understanding of the world 

We are continuing to look at animals and their habitats. In class we will be 

looking at some of the creatures featured in Monkey Puzzle. We will discuss the 

types of food they eat and whether they are a carnivore, herbivore or omnivore.  



Arts and Crafts  

 

In class we will be collecting some natural resources from around the school to 

make a natural collage. We will use leaves, sticks, soil and stones. We will use 

glue to stick these to scrap paper and cardboard.  

 

PE  

Continue to watch Joe Wickes and complete his workouts. Can you name some 

different types of exercises and do a set of each exercise. How many different 

exercises can you name?  

 

 

 


